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The Loss of the Evolutionary Motivation
The question :
« Even though the Homo Urbanus civilisation must confront large scale crises (economy, environment, climate, health,
demographics etc), could the combining of physical space and the virtual sphere help us rethink the world in order to go
beyond our horizons and spark the emergence of new "Utopian societies"? »
The question I am supposed to answer assumes that the solution of all the crises would represent just outlining some
new Utopian societies by combining physical and virtual space as a kind of intellectual game.
In fact, the mentioned crises are actually just symptoms for a deep fundamental crisis of the human race as a whole
which is seriously threatened with exstinct by itself for the first time. All the mentioned and many more crises are all
human made, actually they lie in the consequence of the civilisatory development particularly since the industrialisation,
which can be characterized as evolutionary, but at the same time also as a dead-end since it is excluding any survival
strategy, although the problems, and also the processes of evolution are recognised as such since decades. All reminds of
ancient civilizations which were vanishing suddenly from the globe without any trace. The technologically feasable, the
scientification and intellectualization are standing in the foreground as a purpose for itself, but less how new perceptions,
the technological progress can be used as tools for designing evolutionary survival strategies and influence the processes
of the dramatically changing conditions on the globe. Survival as the essential motivation for the evolution is out of
function.
A central key is representing the destruction of the traditional social structures caused by the civilisatory and
technological development, the individualization and the economical independance of the individual, which seems to
make the social structures of any community needless and obsolete, on the other hand there seems to be the human
need for another type of community controllable like a button to be switched off when needed requiring not any
personal responsibility– the virtual, immaterial and non-physical instances like social online networks are replacing the
community as a survival instrument causing however mere mono-dimensional illusions, empty substitutes, like drugs,
which make people easily to be manipulated.
The virtuality is perceived as a value for itself, but not what it really is - just a technical mono-dimensional tool, which
gets it real meaning only when it is recognised as such and juxtaposed with the physical. So, the combination of both
does not represent an option, at all, but a mandatory necessity.
The sciences use the simulation via virtual reality successfully for increasing the speed of research, investigation and
production and enhancing the results, but from my point of view, not ideas of new Utopian societies are needed, but
actually rather the contrary returning to the values of ancient Utopias, which actually are not unreachable and in this way
also not really Utopian, i.e. rethinking of human values, whereby the aspect of solidarity from the individual directed
towards the community was marking the ancient types of society is not oldfashioned, or obsolete, at all, but needs to be
given a new relevance and direction we are one world, we are one people and we all are sitting all in the same boat the new strategy of solidarity is directed from a smaller, but destroyed and non-existing community to the entire human
race as a global society without limits and national borders, and in this way, a responsibility for the whole instead just for
the small living circle in ancient times.
Neither this idea, nor its dimensions are new, but for an individual it seems to be still Utopian and nearly an imaginable
challenge in the globalized world. Probably a simulation may be helpful to recognise one’s real responsibility in the
new/old global society.
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